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We investigate the spontaneous emission �SpE� of a two-level atom embedded in one-dimensional photonic
crystals composed of left-hand material �LHM� and right-hand material. A complete set of mode functions is
constructed for quantizing the radiation field. The radiated field distribution under the condition of impedance
matching is calculated. The radiated field is focused in each layer and propagates along the direction normal to
each layer due to the LHM. With such a structure we can control the propagation of the SpE field without
changing the SpE rate.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The spontaneous emission �SpE� of an atom is dependent
not only on the property of the atom itself, but also on the
environment surrounding it. The SpE of an atom placed in a
perfect cavity has been investigated for many years �1�. It is
found that spontaneous decay can be enhanced or suppressed
when the distance between the mirrors varies so that the
density of states varies �1�. The SpE rate of an atom in pho-
tonic crystals �PC’s�, in particular for its transition frequency
within the photonic band gap �PBG�, has been studied in
detail �2–4�.

In recent years, a new type of material called left-handed
material �LHM� �5� has attracted considerable attention. The
LHM has a negative refractive index when the permittivity
and permeability are negative simultaneously �5�. It was fab-
ricated experimentally �6–8�. In LHM, the wave vector is
opposite to the direction of energy propagation. Some un-
usual phenomena, such as a reverse Doppler shift, reverse
Cerenkov radiation, negative refraction, reverse light pres-
sure, and so on, are expected in LHM. Many potential
applications—for example, perfect lens which can focus both
propagation waves and the evanescent waves—have been
predicted �9�. An alternate stack of LHM layers and ordinary
dielectric �RHM� layers can construct a new type of PC’s
with novel properties �10�.

The SpE rate of a two-level atom in bulk material of
LHM is demonstrated to be �=n��0 �11�, where �0 is the
SpE rate of the free space. It is multiple by the permeability
� to the SpE of ordinary RHM. If a LHM slab is put on a
perfect mirror, then there exists a position on another side of
the LHM slab from it to the perfect mirror, the optical dis-
tance of which is equal to zero. At this position the SpE can
be completely inhibited �12�. Since the LHM has quite dif-
ferent refractive behavior from that of the ordinary RHM, the
one-dimensional PC �1DPC� of LHM has quite different
properties from that of ordinary PC’s. It is expected that the
SpE rate and the SpE field will be significantly influenced.

In this paper, we constructed a complete set of mode func-
tions for the whole space, including the finite 1DPC structure

and outside space, to quantize the radiation field. We derived
the SpE rate for a two-level atom embedded in LHM-RHM
1DPC’s. Under the condition of impedance matching �I-M�
we calculated the distribution of the radiation field. Although
the structure does not change the SpE rate, the distribution of
the radiation field is significantly changed. The field is fo-
cused in each layer and propagating in a directive manner.

II. MODE FUNCTIONS OF FINITE 1DPC’s

The structure of the 1D LHM-RHM PC is shown in Fig.
1. We take the original of the coordinate system at the center
of the structure, and the layers are parallel to the x-y plane. A
two-level atom is placed in the middle layer, and its position
is at ra�0,0 ,za�. The atomic dipole moment is equal to p. The
refractive index, permittivity, permeability, and thickness are
indicated by nA, �A, �A, and dA for layer A and nB, �B, �B,
and dB for layer B, respectively. The layer of the atom lo-
cated in is taken to be the vacuum, and the thickness is d0.

It is known that the complete set of the mode functions in
free space is �exp�iK+ ·r� , exp�iK− ·r��, where

K± = �Kx,Ky, ± Kz� = K�sin � cos �,sin � sin �, ± cos ��,

� � �0,�/2�,� � �0,2�� ,

Kx,Ky � �− �, + ��, Kz � �0, + �� . �1�

K+ and K− represent the forward and backward propagations,
respectively, and �K+�= �K−�=K.

When the free space is disturbed by a 1DPC, the complete
set of the mode functions �exp�iK+ ·r� , exp�iK− ·r�� should be
replaced by another complete set �13�
�U�K+ ,� ,r� ,U�K− ,� ,r��. According to the scheme of Ref.
�13�, we express the mode functions together with the unit
vectors �ê+ , ê−� of the field as the following piecewise func-
tions:
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U�K+K,�,r�ê+ = ��eiKm+·rêm�K+,�� + RR
�eiKm−·r+2iKzz−N−1êm�K−,��� , z 	 z−N−1,

tLm
� eiKzz−N−1�eiKm+·r−iKmzzm−1êm�K+,�� + rRm

� eiKm−·r+iKmz�zm−1+2dm�êm�K−,���/Dm
� , zm−1 
 z 	 zm,

TL
�eiKm+·r+iKz�z−N−1−zN�êm�K+,�� , z � zN,

	 �2�

and

U�K−,�,r�ê− = ��eiKm−·rêm�K−,�� + RL
�eiKm+·r−2iKzzNêm�K+,��� , z � zN,

tRm
� e−iKzzN�eiKm−·r+iKmzzmêm�K−,�� + rLm

� eiKm+·r+iKmz�2dm−zm�êm�K+,���/Dm
� , zm−1 
 z 	 zm,

TR
�eiKm−·r+iKz�z−N−1−zN�êm�K−,�� , z 	 z−N−1,

	 �3�

where

Km± = �Kmx,Kmy, ± Kmz�

= Km�sin �m cos �,sin �m sin �, ± cos �m�

= K�sin � cos �,sin � sin �, ± nm cos �m�

Km = nmK �4�

and the angle �m relates to the angle � in vacuum according
to Snell’s law

sin � = nm sin �m. �5�

The superscript �=1,2 indicates two transverse polarization
directions. The unit vectors of the two perpendicular polar-
izations are

êm�K±,� = 1� = �sin �,− cos �,0� ,

êm�K±,� = 2� = �cos �m cos �,cos �m sin �, � sin �m� .

�6�

They are determined by the direction of the wave vector in
the mth layer. In the expressions of mode functions �2� and
�3�, tLm

� �tRm
� � denotes the transmission coefficient through the

left �right� part of the mth layer �zm−1	z	zm�, rRm
� �rLm

� �
denotes the reflective coefficient on the right �left� interface
of the mth layer, and TR

� �TL
�� denotes the total transmission

coefficient of PC coming from the right �left� interface of the
region of z	z−N−1 �zzN�. RR

� �RL
�� denotes the total reflec-

tive coefficient on the right �left� interface of the region of
z	z−N−1 �zzN�. Notice that these entire coefficients can be
expanded to the recurrent formations of the reflection and
transmission coefficient at each interface. Dm

� originates from
the multireflection effect in the mth layer,

Dm
� = 1 − rLm

� rRm
� e2iKmzdm, �7�

where rLm
� and rRm

� are the effective reflection coefficients on
the multilayered structure �not a single interface� and will be
determined recurrently. The multireflected effect on the other
interfaces is contained in the calculation of rLm

� and rRm
� .

The set of �U�K+ ,� ,r� ,U�K− ,� ,r�� contains all modes of
the whole space including the region of the 1DPC and the
outsides. The orthogonal relation and completeness relation
of the modes can be expressed with the notation of Eqs. �2�
and �3� as


 dr�U�K+,�,r�ê+� · �U�K�−,��,r�ê−� = 0, �8�


 dr�U�K±,�,r�ê±� · �U�K�±,��,r�ê±�

= �2��3������K± − K�±� . �9�

FIG. 1. �Color� Sketch of the LHM-RHM
1DPC structure.
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III. SPONTANEOUS EMISSION DECAY

The quantized electric field operator can be expressed as

E�r,t� = E�+��r,t� + E�−��r,t� . �10�

In free space, we have

E�+��r,t� = �
K,�

ê0�K,���K
0 eiK·raKe−i�Kt,

E�−��r,t� = �E�+��r,t��*, �11�

where �K
0 = ���K /2�0V�1/2, the unit vector ê0�K ,�� indicates

the polarization direction, and �K=cK is the angular fre-
quency of the field. In the interaction picture, the interaction
Hamiltonian between a two-level atom and field can be writ-
ten as

VI�t� = ��
K�

�gK
��ra��+aK�ei��0−�K�t + H.c.� , �12�

where �0 is the atomic transition frequency, �+= ��−�+ is the
atomic transition operator, ra indicates the position of the
atom, and

gK
��ra� = −

p · ê0�K,���K
0

�
eiK·ra �13�

is the atom-field coupling coefficient, where p is the atomic
dipole moment.

In the present of 1DPC structure, the mode functions of
plane wave should be replaced by �U�K+ ,� ,r� ,U�K− ,� ,r��.
The positive-frequency part of electric field operator for our
system is modified as

E�+��r,t� = �
K+,�

U�K+,�,r�ê+�K
maK+�e−i�Kt

+ �
K−,�

U�K−,�,r�ê−�K
maK−�e−i�Kt, �14�

where �K=c�K±�=cK, �K
m= ���K /2��m�V�1/2 with m indicating

the mth layer where the position r is in, and �m is the dielec-
tric constant of the mth layer. The interaction Hamiltonian is
expressed as

VI�t� = � �
K+,�

�gK+

� �ra��+aK+�ei��0−�K�t + H.c.�

+ � �
K−,�

�gK−

� �ra��+aK−�ei��0−�K�t + H.c.� . �15�

Notice that layer 0 where the atom is located in is vacuum,
so that the expression of wave vector in layer 0 can be re-
placed by the notation in vacuum as in Eq. �1�. With the help
of the second terms in Eqs. �2� and �3�, the atom-field cou-
pling coefficients gK±

� �ra� can be obtained as

gK+

� �ra� = −
�K

0

�
�tL0

� /D0
��eiK+·ra+iK�z−N−1+d0/2�cos ��p · ê0�K+,��

+ p · ê0�K−,��rR0
� e−iK�2za−d0�cos �� , �16�

gK−

� �ra� = −
�K

0

�
�tR0

� /D0
��eiK−·ra+iK�d0/2−zN�cos ��p · ê0�K−,��

+ p · ê0�K+,��rL0
� eiK�2za+d0�cos �� , �17�

and the position of the atom is at

ra = �0,0,za� where z−1 	 za 	 z0. �18�

The state vector of the system can be expressed as

��I�t�� = Ca�t��a,0� + �
K+,�

CbK+��t��b,1K+��

+ �
K−,�

CbK−��t��b,1K−�� . �19�

The state �a ,0� is for the atom in the excited state and no
photon, and �b ,1K±�� is for the atom in the ground state with
a photon of �K± ,��. We assume the initial state is that the
atom is in the excited state and there is no photon—i.e.,
Ca�0�=1 and CbK±��0�=0. From the Schrödinger equation in
the interaction picture,

�

�t
��I�t�� = −

i

�
VI��I�t�� , �20�

we obtain the atomic dynamical equations

d

dt
Ca�t� = − i �

K+,�
gK+

� �ra�CbK+��t�ei��0−�K�t

− i �
K−,�

gK−

� �ra�CbK−��t�ei��0−�K�t, �21�

d

dt
CbK+��t� = − i�gK+

� �ra��*e−i��0−�K�tCa�t� , �22�

d

dt
CbK−��t� = − i�gK−

� �ra��*e−i��0−�K�tCa�t� . �23�

Integrating Eqs. �22� and �23� over time, then substituting
them into Eq. �21�, with the help of a transformation from
summarization over K+ and K− into integrals:

�
K±

→
V

�2��3 
 dK± =
V

�2��3

0

�

dK

0

�/2

d�

0

2�

d�K2 sin � .

�24�

Then Eq. �21� becomes

d

dt
Ca�t� = −

V

�2��3

0

2�

d�

0

�/2

d� sin �

0

�

dKK2

0

t

dt�

��
�=1

2

��gK+

� �ra��2 + �gK−

� �ra��2�Ca�t��eic�k−K��t−t��,

�25�

where k=�0 /c and K=�K /c.
With the Weisskopf-Wigner approximation, we assume

that the dependence of K2��=1
2 ��gK+

� �ra��2+ �gK−

� �ra��2� on K
can simply be replaced by k, so it can be taken out of the
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integration over K. We extend the lower limit in K integra-
tion to −� and obtain from Eq. �25� that

d

dt
Ca�t�  −

Vk2

�2��3

0

2�

d�

0

�/2

d� sin ��
�=1

2

��gk+

� �ra��2

+ �gk−

� �ra��2�

0

t

dt�Ca�t��

−�

�

dKeic�k−K��t−t��

= −
Vk2

�2��2c



0

2�

d�

0

�/2

d� sin ��
�=1

2

��gk+

� �ra��2

+ �gk−

� �ra��2�

0

t

dt�Ca�t����t − t��

= −
Vk2

2�2��2c



0

2�

d�

0

�/2

d� sin ��
�=1

2

��gk+

� �ra��2

+ �gk−

� �ra��2�Ca�t�

= −
1

2
�Ca�t� , �26�

where

� =
Vk2

�2��2c



0

2�

d�

0

�/2

d� sin ��
�=1

2

��gk+

� �ra��2 + �gk−

� �ra��2� .

�27�

As we know, the spontaneous emission of the excited
two-level atom is related to the environment surrounding it.
In our method, the environment is presented by the reflection
and transmission coefficients. The atomic evolution in the
1DPC is quite different from that in the vacuum due to the
reflected field.

However, under the condition of I-M the reflection coef-
ficient is equal to zero and then the radiated field can be
calculated easily. Since we focus on the effect of LHM on
the radiation field in this paper, we consider only the situa-
tion of I-M, which could make the effect of LHM clear with-
out the complexity caused by multilayer reflection.

For �A=−�B, �A=−�B and nA=��A
��A=1, nB=��B

��B
=−1, it satisfies the condition of I-M, so that all reflection
coefficients are equal to zero. Equations �16� and �17� reduce
to

gK+

� �ra� = −
�K

0

�
tL0
� eiK�za+d0/2+z−N−1�cos �p · ê0�K+,�� , �28�

gK−

� �ra� = −
u�rN

a ��K
0

�
tR0
� e−iK�za−d0/2+zN�cos �p · ê0�K−,�� ,

�29�

and the transmission coefficients become a phase shift
factor—that is,

tRm
� = exp�iK �

l=m+1

N

nldl cos �l� , �30�

tLm
� = exp�iK �

l=−N

m−1

nldl cos �l� , �31�

hence

�tL0
� �*tLm

� = exp�iK cos ��
l=0

m−1

nldl� , �32�

�tR0
� �*tRm

� = exp�− iK cos ��
l=1

m−1

nldl� . �33�

Consequently, inserting Eqs. �28�–�33� into Eq. �27� and af-
ter some simple deductions, we can find that, in such a case,
the atomic decay rate is equal to the decay rate in vacuum—
i.e., �=�0. So we get

d

dt
Ca�t� = −

�0

2
Ca�t� , �34�

where �0= p2k3 /3�0�� is the decay rate in the vacuum. Al-
though the dynamic of the SpE decay is the same as that in
the vacuum under the condition of I-M, we will see in the
next section that the field of the SpE is completely changed
in the LHM-RHM 1DPC.

IV. DISTRIBUTION OF SPONTANEOUS EMISSION FIELD

In the 1DPC, the calculation of the radiated field is very
complicated because of the multireflection, particularly in
the early stage of the decay when the multireflected field has
not approached the stationary state. However, under the con-
dition of I-M, as mentioned above, the dynamic of SpE de-
cay becomes the same as in the vacuum. Equation �34� gives
Ca�t�=e−�0t/2. Substituting it into Eqs. �22� and �23� and in-
tegrating over time we get

CbK+��t� = − i

0

t

�gK+

� �ra��*e−i��0−�K�t�−��0/2�t�dt�, �35�

CbK−��t� = − i

0

t

�gK−

� �ra��*e−i��0−�K�t�−��0/2�t�dt�, �36�

and substituting them into Eq. �19� we have

��I�t�� = e−�0t/2�a,0� + �b���0�t�� , �37�

where

��0�t�� = − i

0

t

�gK+

� �ra��*e−i��0−�K�t�−��0/2�t�dt��1K+��

− i

0

t

�gK−

� �ra��*e−i��0−�K�t�−��0/2�t�dt��1K−�� �38�

represents the state of the radiated field.
The radiated field is given by the first-order correlation

function
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G�1��r,r;t,t� = ��I�t��E�−��r,t�E�+��r,t���I�t��

= ��0�E�+��r,t���0�t���2. �39�

When the reflection coefficients are equal to zero, the field
operator of Eq. �14� can be written as

E�+��r,t�= �
K+,�

�K
mtLm

� êm�K+,��eiKm+·r−iKmzzm−1+iKzz−N−1aK+,�e−i�kt

+ �
K−,�

�K
mtRm

� êm�K−,��eiKm−·r+iKmzzm−iKzzNaK−,�e−i�kt,

�40�

where the subscript m is determined by the layer where r is
located in. Substituting Eqs. �28� and �29� into Eq. �40� we
get

�0�E�+��r,t���0�t��

= i
V�K

m�K
0

��2��3�
�



0

�/2

d� sin �

0

2�

d�

0

�

dKK2

0

t

dt�

�e−i��0−�K�t�−��0/2�t�e−i�Kt

��exp�iK · P+�p · ê0�K+,��êm�K+,��

+ exp�iK · P−�p · ê0�K−,��êm�K−,��� . �41�

Here we have defined two effective paths P+ and P− for the
forward and backward waves, respectively. Assume the atom
is located at the original of the coordinate system. The two
effective paths can be expressed as

P+�x,y,z,�,�� = x sin � cos � + y sin � sin � + z̃m cos � ,

�42�

P−�x,y,z,�,�� = x sin � cos � + y sin � sin � − z̃m cos � ,

�43�

where

z̃m�z� =
d0

2
+ �

l=1

m−1

nldl + nm�z − zm−1� . �44�

If we let �=�−�� in the second term in the integral �41�, we
find that the integrals of the two terms relating to K+ and K−
can be combined into one with � varying from 0 to �. Thus,
the field becomes

�0�E�+��r,t���0�t�� = i
V�K

m�K
0

��2��3

0

�

d� sin �

0

2�

d�

0

�

dKK2

�

0

t

dt�e−i��0−�K�t�−��0/2�t�e−i�KteiK·r̃p · UJm,

�45�

where

r̃ = „x,y, z̃m�z�… �46�

and

K = K�sin � cos �,sin � sin �,cos ��,

0 
 � 
 �, 0 
 � 
 2� . �47�

In Eq. �48� we define a tensor UJm as

UJm = �
�=1

2

ê0�K,��êm�K,�� , �48�

where

êm�K,� = 1� = �sin �,− cos �,0� ,

êm�K,� = 2� = �cos � cos �,cos � sin �,− nm
−1 sin �� .

�49�

In the case of vacuum �nm=1�, UJm reduces to

UJVac = �
�=1

2

ê0���ê0��� = II−
KK

K2 . �50�

From Eq. �45� we see that the field at r�x ,y ,z� in the
1DPC is equal to the field at r̃(x ,y , z̃m�z�) in the vacuum; that
is to say, the field in the 1DPC of I-M can be determined
through the calculation of the vacuum field distribution. The
field at r̃ can be considered as a superposition of the contri-
butions of two perpendicular components of p �see the Ap-
pendix�; one is

�0�E�+��r,t���0�t��� = 2nm
−1E0 cos �


0

�

dK
e−��0/2�t − e−ic�K−k�t

c�K − k� + i
�0

2

�e−ickt� cos�Kr̃�
K2r̃2 −

sin�Kr̃�
K3r̃3 � , �51�

and another is

�0�E�+��r,t���0�t��� = E0 sin �

0

�

dK
e−��0/2�t − e−ic�K−k�t

c�K − k� + i
�0

2

�e−ickt� sin�Kr̃�
Kr̃

+
cos�Kr̃�

K2r̃2 −
sin�Kr̃�

K3r̃3 � ,

�52�

where

E0 =
pck3

�2��2�0
�53�

and � is the angle between p and r̃. The intensity of the field
is given by

G�1��r,r;t,t� = ��0�E�+��r,t����t����2 + ��0�E�+��r,t����t����2.

�54�

It should be noted that in the derivation of Eqs. �51� and
�52�, we have included both outcoming wave eiKr and incom-
ing wave e−iKr. The incoming wave e−iKr was neglected in
Ref. �14�. The reason for including e−iKr is that in general the
reflected wave exists in the multilayer structure. In addition,
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in LHM, the phase increases along the “incoming” direction
and the energy flow direction is opposite to the wave vector
direction. As a result of including both eiKr and e−iKr, the
superposition of them leads to the field in an oscillating man-

ner rather than in a monotonous manner decrease away from
the atom.

From the expression of the field, Eq. �45�, we see that the
difference in the LHM-RHM from that in the free space is

FIG. 2. �Color� The space dis-
tribution of the radiated field for
LHM-RHM multilayers with the
parameters shown in the figure.
�a� The field in the y-z plane. �b�
The field in the x-z plane. The
time is t=1000/�.
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that the effective distance z̃m�z� can increase or decrease as z
increase. This leads the field to change periodically along the
z-axis direction. At the position of z̃m�z�=0 �z�0�, the field
will repeat the distribution as around z=0. The field around
the atom produces an image in each layer, as shown in Fig. 2,
where we give the field distributions in the y-z plane and in
the x-z plane, respectively, in �a� and in �b� for
p= p�1,0 ,0� and za=0. In the calculation we have chosen
dA/B=�0 /2, nA=−1, and nB=1, and on both sides of the atom
the structure is �AB�3A. We only draw the field distribution in
the half space on the right side. The field distribution on the
left side is symmetrical to the distribution on the right side.

We have seen from Fig. 2 that the radiated field is re-
peated in turn in each layer. It spreads in the outside space as
if the radiation field is emitted from the last image. Accord-
ing to Snell’s law, when a light enters LHM from RHM, the
light ray is refracted back to the direction of a negative re-
fraction angle. In the above structure each RHM-LHM inter-
face acts as a perfect lens �9,15�. As we know from Ref. �15�,
the interface of RHM-LHM acts as a perfect lens. If the
distance between the source and interface of the first LHM
layer is x1, then the first focus point in the LHM layer is at
the position 2x1, far from the source, and the second focus
point in the other side is at the position which its distance
from the source is 2d, where d is the thickness of the LHM
layer. In our case, the two-level atom takes the role of a point
source and its radiated field will be focused in each layer.
From Fig. 2, each layer has the same width and the atom is in
the middle of one layer, so all the focus images are in the
middle of each layer. Due to the effect of focus in the LHM-
RHM multilayer, the field is guided to propagate along a
small region around the focal points in each layer. If we
decrease the thickness of each layer, the intensity of radiation
field will be mainly concentrated along the z axis. It looks
like the field of the atom is radiated along the z axis without
spread. With such a structure, we can control the distribution
of the SpE field of the atom without changing the SpE rate.

V. CONCLUSION

We have constructed a complete set of mode functions for
the whole space, including a finite 1DPC and its outsides, as
a basis to quantize the radiation field. The dynamic equation
of the SpE of a two-level atom is given in formality. The
radiated field distribution is calculated for an I-M structure.
We find that the propagation of the radiated field is in a
directive way. The radiated field is focused in each layer due
to negative refraction. The field could be guided to a narrow
region by decreasing the thickness of all layers. This struc-
ture changes the sphere propagation of the radiation field into
a directional propagation which keeping the same SpE rate.
It also provides a method to detect the near-field distribution
at a far position for the atomic spontaneous emission field
similar to the perfect lens.
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APPENDIX

Equation �45� can be rewritten as

�0�E�+��r,t���0�t�� = iA

0

�

d� sin �

0

2�

d�

0

�

dK

0

t

dt�

�e−i��0−�K�t�−��0/2�t�e−i�Kt exp�iK · r̃�p · UJ ,

�A1�

where

A =
V��K

0 �2k2

��2��3 . �A2�

We have replaced K2 by k2 and taken it out from the integral
according to the Weisskopf-Weigner approximation.

In order to carry out the integral �A1�, we rotate the co-
ordinate system such that the vector r̃ points along the z� axis
and the atomic dipole moment p forms an angle � with the z�
axis in the x�-z� plane. The field at r̃ can be consider as a
sum of the contributions of two perpendicular components of
p= p�sin � ,0 ,cos ��, one parallel to r̃ and the other perpen-
dicular to r̃, as shown in Fig. 3. The contribution of the
parallel component can be determined by calculating the
field of a dipole p�0,0 ,cos �� along the z�-axis, and the con-
tribution of the perpendicular component can be determined
by calculating the field of a dipole p�sin � ,0 ,0� along the
z�-axis.

For p= p�0,0 ,cos ��, we find the integrating over � leads
the x� component and the y� component of the field to be
equal to zero,

�0�E�+��z�,t���0�t��x� = 0, �A3�

�0�E�+��z�,t���0�t��y� = 0. �A4�

The z� component of the field is

FIG. 3. Decomposition of an atomic dipole p into two perpen-
dicular components, one parallel to r̃ and the other perpendicular to
r̃.
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�0�E�+��z�,t���0�t��z� = iAp cos �

0

�

d� sin �

0

2�

d�

0

�

dK

0

t

dt�e−i��0−�K�t�−��0/2�t�e−i�Kt exp�iKz� cos ���− nm
−1��1 − cos2 ��

= − i2�Apnm
−1 cos �


0

�

dK
e−ic�k−K�t−��0/2�t − 1

− ic�k − K� −
�0

2

e−icKt

−1

1

du�1 − u2�exp�iKz�u�

= − i4�Apnm
−1 cos �


0

�

dK
e−ic�k−K�t−��0/2�t − 1

− ic�k − K� −
�0

2

e−icKt�−
eiKz� + e−iKz�

K2z�2 +
eiKz� − e−iKz�

iK3z�3 �
= 2nm

−1E0 cos �

0

�

dK
e−��0/2�t − e−ic�K−k�t

c�K − k� + i
�0

2

e−ickt� cos�Kz��
K2z�2 −

sin�Kz��
K3z�3 � , �A5�

where E0=4�Ap= pck3 / �2��2�0. Recalled that z�= r̃; we have

�0�E�+��r,t���0�t��� = 2nm
−1E0 cos �


0

�

dK
e−��0/2�t − e−ic�K−k�t

c�K − k� + i
�0

2

e−ickt� cos�Kr̃�
K2r̃2 −

sin�Kr̃�
K3r̃3 � , �A6�

where the subscript m is determined by the layer where r is located.
For p= p�sin � ,0 ,0�, we find the integrating over � leads the y� component and the z� component of the field to be equal

to zero,

�0�E�+��z�,t���0�t��y� = 0, �A7�

�0�E�+��z�,t���0�t��z� = 0. �A8�

The x� component

�0�E�+��z�,t���0�t��x� = iAp sin �

0

�

d� sin �

0

2�

d�

0

�

dK

0

t

dt�e−i��0−�K�t�−��0/2�t�e−i�Kt exp�iKz� cos ���1 − sin2 � cos2 ��

= i�Ap sin �

0

�

dK
e−ic�k−K�t−��0/2�t − 1

− ic�k − K� −
�0

2

e−icKt

−1

1

du�1 + u2�exp�iKz�u�

= i2�Ap sin �

0

�

dK
e−ic�k−K�t−��0/2�t − 1

− ic�k − K� −
�0

2

e−icKt� eiKz� − e−iKz�

iKz�
+

eiKz� + e−iKz�

K2z�2 −
eiKz� − e−iKz�

iK3z�3 �
= E0 sin �


0

�

dK
e−��0/2�t − e−ic�K−k�t

c�K − k� + i
�0

2

e−ickt� sin�Kz��
Kz�

+
cos�Kz��

K2z�2 −
sin�Kz��

K3z�3 � . �A9�

So we get

�0�E�+��r,t���0�t��� = E0 sin �

0

�

dK
e−��0/2�t − e−ic�K−k�t

c�K − k� + i
�0

2

e−ickt� sin�Kr̃�
Kr̃

+
cos�Kr̃�

K2r̃2 −
sin�Kr̃�

K3r̃3 � . �A10�
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